From Fig. 10 , at a constant value of m , as increases, d eq decreases. At the end of the curve, the is denoted by e. When > e , (6)-(12) have no solution. At = e , the d eq does not decrease to zero, which means that one can not find an antenna system without cross polarization by means of tilting the hyperboloid axis to the paraboloid axis. Another technique should be used. In high-power antenna systems, the transmission and the reception can use a common reflector antenna with a duplexing grid placed between the transmission horn and the subreflector, by which the cross polarization component will be filtered through, so that, it does not affect the receiver.
With the method here, it is convenient to study the changes of the antenna's electrical characteristics and geometrical dimensions with the changes of the starting parameters.
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Shielding Effectiveness of Single and Double Plates with Slits

Jean-Fu Kiang
Abstract-Transverse electric (TE) wave transmission through slits on single and double metal plates of finite thickness is studied by using the Galerkin's method. It is observed that by either using a thick plate (for slit narrower than half a wavelength) or using double plates with slits laterally shifted (for slits wider than half a wavelength), the amount of power transmitted through the slits can be significantly reduced. These schemes can be applied to improve the shielding effectiveness of equipment cabinet.
Index Terms-Galerkin's method, shielding, slits.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic wave scattering by and transmission through slots or holes on metal screens is an important subject in electromagnetic compatibility [1] . The scattering properties of certain regular holes on a plate of zero thickness can be described by using equivalent electric and magnetic dipoles [2] . To characterize large slots or slots on a thick plate, the detailed field distributions in and around the slots need to be considered. For plate of zero thickness, method of moments has been used to solve for the characteristic modes of a finite-length slot [3] . In [4] , Gaussian elementary beams are used to expand the equivalent magnetic surface current across a slot, where the field distribution away from the slot can be obtained directly.
For slits on thick plates, finite difference time domain (FDTD) method has been proposed to explore the properties of lapped joints and slots at junctions of metal plates [5] , and narrow apertures of finite depth [6] . Moment methods have also been used to calculate the transmission through a filled slot [7] and the characteristic modes in the slot [8] . In [9] , a mode-matching technique combined with Fourier transform is proposed to study the scattering and transmission properties of a slit. In [10] , a finite element and boundary integral method is used to study the scattering and transmission properties of an inhomogeneously filled slot of irregular shape. The resonance depth of slits has been discussed in [5] , and it can be used to detect the presence of narrow slits [11] .
In most of these studies, less attention has been paid to the shielding effectiveness of narrow slits existing in almost all equipment cabinets. In this paper, we will analyze the shielding effectiveness of single and double plates against an incident transverse electric (TE) plane wave when slits exist. A Galerkin's method will be developed to calculate the transmission cross sections of slits on thick plates.
II. FORMULATION
The cross section of slits on single and double thick metal plates are shown in Fig. 1 . All slits are assumed to have an infinite length in the y direction. A plane wave is incident upon the plate with an angle i, and an equivalent problem is formed in each region. The gap in the boundary between two contiguous regions is replaced by a perfect electric conductor and a magnetic surface current associated with the tangential electric field. The field distribution in each region can be The author is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, National Chung-Hsing University, Taichung, Taiwan, R.O.C.
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0018-9375/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE expressed in terms of these equivalent magnetic surface currents. Then, impose the boundary condition that the tangential magnetic fields are continuous across the gaps. The resulting equations are then solved by using the Galerkin's method. Only the TE wave case is considered in this paper, the TM wave case is being studied, and will be published later.
A. Slit on Single Plate
A TE wave is incident upon the slit with an angle i . 
The magnetic fields can be expressed in terms of the Fourier transform of the magnetic surface currents by substituting (2) into (1). Next, impose the boundary conditions that the tangential magnetic fields are continuous across the gaps at z = 0d 0 and z = 0d 1 to 
where T p (x) is the pth order Chebyshev polynomial. Next, take the Fourier transform of (4) according to (3), then substitute them into the two equations just obtained. Choose the same set of basis functions as the weighting functions, and take the inner product of these weighting functions with the two equations to have 
The integrals in (7) are implemented numerically. Once the unknown coefficients uip's are solved from (6), the field in each region can be obtained from (1).
B. Slits on Double Plates
For slits on double thick plates shown in Fig. 1 
where n = n=a, 
Once the unknown coefficients uip's are solved from (10), the field in each region can be obtained from (8) .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
First, consider a plane wave incident upon a thick plate with a slit.
The magnitude of M0x(x) and M1x(x) are shown in Fig. 2 . Our results match reasonably well with the results from [7] . Our results with a = 10 0 match well with those of [9] in 0 i
60
. The field computation near grazing angles is more dependent on the approaches used. The results by the integral equation method developed in this paper, by the mode-matching method used in [9] , and by the Keller's method cited in [9] are different from one another in the region t > 60 . As the slit width is reduced to a = 0 , all the nulls except that at t = 90 disappear, and the magnitude in the forward direction is reduced by about 20 dB. The transmission cross section at t = 0 can be used to characterize the amount of wave penetration through the slit. Next, we show the effects of plate thickness on the transmission cross section t ( t = 0) in Fig. 4 . For the slit with width a = 0 , the cross section is insensitive to the plate thickness. But for the slit with width a = 0:4 0 , the transmission cross section is exponentially reduced by the plate thickness. For the a = 0 case, the TE 1 mode in the slit induced by the incident plane wave is above cutoff, and can propagate through the slit without being attenuated. However, for the a = 0.4 0 case, all the TE modes in the slit induced by the incident plane wave are below cutoff, and the attenuation is exponentially related to the propagation distance which is the slit thickness. Hence, an incident TE wave can be effectively shielded by reducing the slit width to less than half a wavelength and by increasing the plate thickness.
If the slit is wider than half a wavelength, a conductive filling can be used in the slit to reduce the penetration wave. Fig. 5 shows the transmission cross section at t = 0 as a function of 1. However, for ventilation slits or slits existing in a cabinet door which need to be opened from time to time, this scheme becomes impractical or inconvenient. Hence a double plate scheme as shown in Fig. 1 is considered. In Fig. 6 , the transmission cross sections of slits on single and double plates are compared. The slits on the double plates are aligned (b = 0). The double plates with slits (h 1 = h 2 = h 3 = 0.25 0 ) have a higher shielding effectiveness than the single plate with twice the thickness (h1 = 0:50) when the slit width is less than 0.43 wavelength. And the situation is reversed when the slit width is between 0.43 and 0.5 wavelength. For slits wider than 0.5 wavelength, none of these three schemes can shield the penetrating wave effectively.
We also study the effects of plate thickness h1 and h3 on the transmission cross section with the separation between plates as parameter. It is observed that increasing the plate thickness attenuates the penetrating wave exponentially, but the separation between the two plates does not have significant effect.
Finally, we show the effects of lateral shift between two slits of width 0 on the transmission cross section in Fig. 7 . As the two slits are laterally shifted by 1.5 0 , the transmission cross section at t = 0 is reduced by more than 85 dB. This scheme does not require any conductive filling in the slits, hence can be applied to the design of cabinet ventilation to effectively shield the TE wave penetration. The results shown here represent major factors and phenomena. More results detailing other factors will be prepared in a more complete technical report later.
IV. CONCLUSION
A Galerkin's method has been developed to analyze the transmission properties of slits on single and double thick plates to shield an incident TE plane wave. It is observed that to effectively shield an incident TE wave, one can either increase the plate thickness (for slits narrower than half a wavelength) or use double plates with slits laterally shifted (for slits wider than half a wavelength).
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